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Introduction

Sheep farmer Robin Fagan and his wife Carol were farmers at Mairoa in the North Island of 
New Zealand for many years. The couple were very involved in site referencing and artificial                
inseminiation to gain maximum genetic gain into their flock.

With vast experience in sheep handling and some innovative new ideas, Robin set out to build 
a sheep unit that would drastically reduce the time and effort needed when handling sheep 
whilst automating processes and data collection. These units were a resounding success and 
lead to the development of the well known Racewell handling systems. Te Pari Products acquired     
Racewell in 2011 and were only interested in continuing a different development journey than 
what Robin had begun in 1994.

When a mutual friend introduced Robin and Carol to the Olssons in 2011, a new and dynamic 
partnership developed. The combination of Robins experience and innovative new ideas, 
combined with the Clipex manufacturing ingenuity have set the stage for an exciting era of 
animal handling development.

The amazing patented features of the Clipex Sheep Handler focus on practical                        
parameters - especially when dealing with large numbers of animals. Attention to automation,                           
ergonomic comfort and ease of use for the operator have been combined to provide the 
ultimate in livestock handling excellence.

Perhaps one of the most exciting aspects of the Clipex Sheep Handler, is its affordabilty.             
Traditionally, automated sheep handlers were a niche product requiring extremely large    
throughput to justify their investment cost.

The Clipex Sheep Handler is such an affordable investment, that for the first time in history it 
makes simple economic sense for everyone to own one.

Robin Fagan
Clipex Sheep Handler
Inventor 
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Supplies necessary to use the handler:

 

Connecting Power

To power your Clipex Sheep Handler connect your battery cable to the main box, located
underneath the tilt table. You will then need to connect the negative and positive leads to
the corresponding terminals on your battery (battery not included). Please also make sure
your battery is fully charged.

Operating Jacks

Once power is connected, the electric jacks are operated from three switches located on
the control panel.
Each of the three positional switches operates a corresponding jack. Simply toggle the switch
up or down to move the corresponding jack in the desired direction.

Please note: To ensure safety standards, the electric jacks will not work unless the machine is
                     powered off.

Before You Get Started

Please read this section, as you’ll need to acquire several items
in order to start using your Clipex Sheep Handler. 

12V Battery (80Ah, fully charged for an approximate 8 hours of run time)
Air supply (minimum 18CFM-100PSI), and a minimum of a 3/4” hose & fittings to suit.
Appropriate lead-up race
Indicator (3rd party - Tru-Test/Gallagher/Iconix)

Please note: 
If using Gallagher or Iconix indicators, the indicators will require an adapter cable. 
Without this cable, the indicators WILL NOT work. Please speak to a Clipex representative 
if you require an adapter cable.

Clipex would like to thank you for your purchase. 
We are very proud to be able to provide you with this incredible machine.

Thank you.
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Getting to know your Clipex Sheep Handler

The diagram below shows the major parts of the Clipex Sheep Handler

Catch Wall

Control Panel

Anti-Jump Gate

Indicator Holder

Entry Gate Eye

Electric Jacks (1,2,3)

Catch Eye

Operator Gates

Tow Hitch

Drafting Gates

Head Flap
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3.42 Metres

2.73 Metres

1.96 Metres

Clipex Sheep handler Dimensions

1.72 Metres

1.2 Metres

4.5 Metres

1.2 Metres
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Setting up your Clipex Sheep Handler

Please note:

Always tow the unit as close as possible to where you wish to set up and be sure to set up the
unit on a level, flat surface.
If moving the unit manually on a non-level surface, we recommend that three people assist,
providing sufficient support to stop the unit from rolling. Keep in mind the Clipex Sheep Handler
DOES NOT have brakes.

      Connect to power (see “Before You Start” on page 3).

      Lower electric jacks until the Clipex Sheep Handler is level.

Please note: Ensure the jockey wheel is turned to ensure it does not jam or make contact
                        with the ground in a way that will damage it.

Stow the jockey wheel.

      Raise the wheel to its horizontal position and then ensure the spring latch is locked in place.
      Keep in mind that when you fold up the jockey wheel you need to twist the draw-bar hitch
      90 degrees on its side. This allows the draft platform to be lowered correctly.

Pivot the Sensor Bar.

      Unlatch the Sensor Bar latch and swing 180 degrees clockwise.

Unstrap towing strap and remove tyres.

       Release the blue ratchet strap that holds the drafting platform and Entry Ramp in their
      folded position and remove tyres.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5
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Fold out the draft platform.

       Pivot the draft platform towards the draw-bar. Make sure you are standing in line with
       the handler, well grounded and balanced. The draft platform will rest on the draw-bar
       once unfolded.

Safety note: The draft platform is very heavy! This step may require two people, one on each
side, to safely fold and unfold the draft platform.

Fold out the Entry Ramp.

        Swing away the small offside gate.
       Pivot the Entry Ramp away from the handler, stepping away from the machine and adjusting
       your hold as the Entry Ramp unfolds towards you. As soon as the ramp is down, you can       
       move the two anti-jump bars into position by removing the pins, pivoting them over and then
       re-inserting the pins.
       Please note that the Catch Wall may need to be moved if it restricts the Entry Ramp from
       unfolding. To adjust the Catch Wall, open the blue Catch Wall valve at the base of the
       cylinder, move the Catch Wall to the centre and close the valve.

Safety note: The Entry Ramp is heavy! It may require two people, one on each side, to fold and
                       unfold the ramp safely.

Swing back the Sensor Bar.

       Swing the Sensor Bar 180 degrees counter-clockwise and latch.

Connect the indicator. (See Before You Start on page 3)

       Plug load bar plugs into the load bar ports on the indicator. Both plugs can go into either    
       load bar ports.
       Once load bars are connected, connect the COMS cable to the indicator. If your indicator
       has more than 1 COMS plug, connect cable to COMS1. After connecting the COMS cable
       you can turn on the indicator and check that you have a weigh signal.

       Please note: If you use an Iconix indicator or Gallagher indicator, then you’ll need to
                               connect an adapter cable from the handler to the indicator.

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9
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Step 10

Connect air supply.

       Connect the air hose for your suitable compressor (minimum 18CFM-100PSI) into the
       male air fitting on the offside of the Clipex Sheep Handler.
       Turn on your compressor.

Your Clipex Sheep Handler is now ready to be calibrated for use.

Start Up

      Ensure all personnel and animals are clear of unit.
      Turn on the scales indicator system, and allow time for it to start.
      Wait for the scales to load up, then toggle the power switch in the right position to turn the     
      machine “ON”.
      Gates and flaps should move to default positions.
      Wait for the air to stop releasing out of the machine, once finished, toggle the mode
      switch to switch the machine into a operating mode.

Please note: It is recommended to complete a quick function test in “manual” mode
                        and “Semi” mode, prior to commencing Automatic operation. Testing the following
                        functions will confirm mechanical operations.

Please Check:
Compressed air and power connections
Manual Mode
     Catch
     Tilt
     Draft
     Release
     Head Flap

Semi Mode
Cover the Entry Gate eye, and then also the cover catch eye. Once the machine has caught,
cover the Pre-Catch eye sensor to close the Pre-Catch. For more information, turn to Page 8.

If all appear to be operating properly, the machine is suitable for using.

                          For further details on how to operate or adjust the sheep handler,
                                                   please read the entire manual.

1

2

3

4

5
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There are 3 Panasonic eye sensor located on the Clipex Sheep Handler.

      Pre-Catch eye (The eye located at the Pre-Catch)
      Entry Gate eye (Right eye on eye bar)
      Catch eye (Left eye on eye bar)

Near & Far Settings For All Eye Sensors:
Catch eye: “near” + 3.0-3.5
Entry Gate eye: “near” + 3.0-3.5
Pre-Catch eye:”near” + 2.5-3.0

Overhead Eye Sensor Bar
The Clipex Sheep Handler has two Panasonic eye readers for locating and catching sheep, which
can be adjusted in two ways.

       The aluminum housing for the eyes can adjust the position of the eye on the rail.
       This housing is adjusted by clamping the tabs, which release the housing from the slide. This
       allows you to place the housing in your desired position. The left and right eye operates the
       catch and Entry Gate respectfully.
       Moving these eyes further away from the entry will catch later, moving these eyes towards the
       entry will catch sooner. Make sure once you have moved the eye that it is correctly secured.

       The Sensor Bar may be fitted with a square eye sensor holder. If your machine has this square
       eye sensor holders, this too can be adjusted. The angle of the square bar can be adjusted by
       loosening the square bar holder with an Allen-key, and rotating the square bar to the desired
       angle. You must then tighten up the Allen-key head bolts.

Please note: The square bar angle must point towards the floor of the machine for optimal use.

Pre-Catch Eye Sensor
The Clipex Sheep Handler also features a third eye located on the Pre-Catch, which can be
adjusted. You can adjust the angle of the eye in its steel housing by loosening the bottom screw
with an Allen key and rotating the eye to suit the angle required by the user.

Please note:  That this next step may be necessary. Eyes come configured from the factory with
correct near and far calibration, but there is a chance the settings can be changed due to
transport.

      There is a small screw, located on all eye boxes, which can adjust the near and far of the
      reader (Which correlates to the field of view the eye has; i.e., closer to the eye or further away
      from the eye). Rotating the screw towards the “near” will decrease the field of view, while
      rotating the screw towards the “far” will increase the field of view. Make sure you do not
      increase the field of view too much or the eye will always be activated. The eyes have a small
      L.E.D. that will turn red when activated.

Sensors

1

2

3
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Power switch  
     This switch will power on the machine. The left position of the switch is off.

Electric jack switches (1,2,3) 
     Switch 1 operates the left jack, switch 2 operates the centre, switch 3 operates the right jack.

Auto-release switch 
     This switch can activate the auto-release feature, which will automatically release the catch
     wall after tilting back into the normal position. The switch in the up position will activate it.

Mode changing switch
     This switch will change the modes between Manual, Semi and Auto.

Catch/release switch 
     This switch will catch and release the sheep. If you position the switch towards the operator
     then it will catch. Move the switch away from the operator to release.
Tilt switch 
     This switch will tilt the table towards the operator. Operate the switch towards the operator to
     activate it.

Five-way draft switch
     This switch will draft left centre and right. If you have a five-way drafting system installed, then
     you also can draft 2nd left, and 2nd right. (For more information see page 13)

Catch Pressure switch
     This switch will change the catch pressure from low to high. The switch has five positions.
     Furthest left is the least pressure, whilst furthest right is the most pressure.
     Please note: The highest pressure from the pressure switch can be harmful to smaller sheep.
          

Please note: 
This panel is located on the top of the main control panel

Electronic Control Panel
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HEAD FLAP
TILT RETURN

Manual Valve Control Panel

Head Flap switch
     This switch will open and close the Head Flap. This switch is located on the left side of the
     panel, when the machine is tilted.

Tilt return switch
     This switch will tilt the machine back to normal. It will also close the Tail Flap and the head-flap
     automatically. This switch is located on the right side of the panel, when the machine is tilted.

                                                                   Please note:
This panel is located behind the Catch Wall.
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This mode will deactivate the Entry Gate and catch eyes, requiring the user to catch 
manually, either by remote control or through the dash panel switch. The user will have full 
control of where the animal is caught. In addition, you will need to release manually
(using the same selected method). 
Please Note: the Entry Gate will not automatically close for you, so a correct lead up race is
required to avoid catching more than 1 sheep at a time while in this mode.

In this mode all the eye sensors will be available to catch and weigh automatically. However, 
it will not release automatically. Use this mode if you need to do physical work to the animal 
and you would like to catch them automatically.While in this mode, the user can hold down 
the release toggle for 3 seconds (either on the dash panel or the remote) to override the eye 
sensors and turn them off. This will enable the user to flow the sheep freely through the 
machine. As soon as you deactivate / release the switch, the machine will go back to 
Semi-Automatic Mode.

Use this mode to have a completely automated process, with the eye sensors being used to 
catch and weigh the animals as well as automatically releasing the animal through a user
determined gate after the weighing process. While in this mode, the user can hold down the 
release toggle for 3 seconds  (either on the dash panel or the remote) to override the eye 
sensors and turn them off, this will enable the user to flow the sheep freely through the 
machine. As soon as you deactivate / release the switch, the machine will go back to
 Automatic Mode.

Modes and Features

Automatic Mode

Semi-Automatic Mode

Manual Mode
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Above you will find the diagram of the Clipex Sheep Handler Remote. Refer to this as you read 
the points below describing each function. There are eight buttons in total. Each serve different 
purposes except for the 2 catch buttons, these buttons are identical to ensure the operator can 
perform a fast catch.

     Left – This button drafts the machine left
     Right – This button drafts the machine right
     Catch –  There are two catch buttons, both are identical. These buttons close the headbail.
     Centre – This button drafts the machine centre
     Release – This will release the Catch Wall

If machine is fitted with a five-way draft module: 

   2nd Left – This button drafts to the machine second left
   2nd Right – This button drafts to the machine second right

Remote Control
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Optional Hardware

Illustration of attaching the Hungry board Board.

Hungry Board

     For larger sheep, the Clipex Sheep Handler features 
      a hungry board, which is sold separately. 

Heavy duty wireless foot remote

   The Clipex Sheep Handler has a optional foot remote, for operating the machine. 
     The foot remote is wireless and has 
     3 foot pedals and multiple functions.
     Default:
          Catch
          Release
          Tilt
     On special order:
          Tilt Return

Attaching the Hungry Board

      To attach the hungry board, drill two 12mm holes in the table (as shown in the diagram 
      below) and fasten with the bolts provided. Make sure that the first drilled hole is 200mm    
      from the edge of the square tube, then position the hungry board flush with the rubber    
      tables surface. 
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Please note: Calibrating the Clipex Sheep Handler is the single most important process for 
determining how well your machine works.
It determines:
     How well the sheep are caught
     The position the the sheep are caught
     How well the sheep flow through the handler 
     The amount of access you have to the sheep 
     How comfortable you are when using the unit

Take the following steps to calibrate your machine properly: 

Step 1

     Adjust the jacks until they are at a comfortable working height for the process being 
     performed. Ensure the machine is level.

Step 2

     Adjust the Catch Wall. 

Please note: It is extremely important to adjust the Catch Wall based on the sheep and the 
process you will be doing. When handling sheep, you want the sheep to flow through fast and 
with the least amount of restriction as possible, while maintaining accurate control of where 
the sheep is caught to give you the access necessary. The closer the Catch Wall is to the 
sheep, the more control you will have. The further the Catch Wall is from the sheep, the less 
restriction and the faster they will flow. 

Keep in mind that the consistency of the size and shape of the mob will affect how much 
control you have over each sheep. Generally, when handling sheep you want the sheep to 
just touch the Catch Wall as they pass through, allowing minimal time for the Catch Wall to 
catch the sheep, increasing the control. When drafting sheep you want to open the Catch 
Wall opened a little more, allowing for faster sheep flow as control in this circumstance is not 
as important.

Continue to the next page.

Machine Calibration
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Bottom Catch Wall Adjustment

     Two spring-loaded pins, one on each side of the wall, allow you to adjust the wall. Pull open 
     the pin of your choice, push the Catch Wall into the desired position, and then release the 
     pin, which will lock the wall into place. You may adjust the same way on both sides until you  
     reach the perfect position for your sheep. See page 19 for more details.

Top Catch Wall Adjustment 

     First, open the Catch Wall ram valve. 
     Remove the pin connecting the Catch Wall ram to the Catch Wall. 
     Move the ram to the best hole. 
     Then re-insert the pin through the Catch Wall and ram.
     Close the valve. 

See page 19 for more details.

Step 3

    Reposition the offside fixed gates based on the new Catch Wall position. 

    Please note: All fixed gates move by lifting up the pin and swinging it into whatever position 
    works for your set up and then dropping the pin into the appropriate hole. Make sure to check 
    that the gates are firmly in place once adjusted pins securely placed all the way in the holes 
    because it ensure the gates stay closed. 

Offside Access Gate and Anti-Jump Gate 

     Using the two hole positions, you can adjust the offside gates to the position you prefer 
     based on the size of sheep running through them. Use the internal hole position for small to 
     medium sheep. The external hole position works best for large sheep and ram. 
     To move the Anti-Jump gate you will have to make sure no rubber is getting caught on 
     anything.

Please note: If you fail to move the offside access gate from its packed up position, it may 
prohibit the catch platform from tilting. 

Nearside Access Gate

     This gate should remain shut when working in automatic mode. However, it will need to be    
     opened if you require tilting of the catch platform or access to the front of the sheep. 
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Step 4

 Adjust the Sensor Eyes to Suit the Application

   Fold the sensor cover out of the way, this will give you access to the eyes above the 
     Catch Wall. Squeeze sheet steel on both sides of the eye and pull or push the eye to the  
     desired position. After you finish adjusting, ensure that the angle attached to the eye is 
     flush with the bottom of the sensor cover. See page 20 for more details.

Below you will find information on how to use each of the three eyes. 

Pre-Catch Eye

     Adjusting this eye will determine where the sheep is caught in the Entry Ramp. 
     If you want the Pre-Catch gate to close earlier, angle the Pre-Catch eye further towards 
     the entrance to the Entry Ramp. 

Entry Gate Eye (Right)

     This eye determines when the Entry Gate closes, preventing a second sheep from 
     entering the catch area. 
     If you want the Entry Gate to close earlier, move the eye towards the rear of the sheep 
     handler.
     If you want the Entry Gate to closer later, move the eye towards the front of the sheep    
     handler. 

Catch Wall Eye (Left)
 
You want the Catch Wall to catch the sheep in a position where you get the most access 
to the desired working area. Adjusting when the Catch Wall catches the sheep will give you 
this access. 

     Move the Catch Wall eye towards the rear of the sheep handler to have the wall catch
     sooner. 
     Move the eye towards the front of the handler to have the Catch Wall catch later. 
     Ensure once you have moved the eye, that the aluminum housing behind the eye is 
     in contact with the bottom of the frame/eye cover. 
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Step 5

 Fold around overhead ramp bars

     To access sheep in the Pre-Catch / Entry Ramp area, you can fold around one or both anti-jump 
     bars above the Entry Ramp. 

Please note: It is recommended that these bars remain in place when the sheep are flowing 
through to prohibit sheep from jumping out of the Entry Ramp. 

Step 6

 Adjust the Catch Pressure 

Safety note: Adjust the catch pressure to best suit the 
sheep that you will be putting through the machine.  

     
     For lambs and lighter framed animals, it is recommended that you run the catch pressure at 
     position 1 or 2. 
     Dial the pressure switch to the right for more pressure, although mainly for larger sheep.
     (Keep in mind you can apply more pressure to the sheep after it is caught by pressing the catch   
     switch multiple times.) 

Please note: For most sheep it is recommended to use position 3 (middle position) on the switch.

For additional fine tuning, please turn to “Fine tuning” section located on page 27.

Check list while operating machine:

     When tilting the machine make sure the gate to the left of the tilt table is free and open. Also 
     ensure you catch the animal in an appropriate position before tilting, to prevent the animal  
     overhanging past the tilt table and being caught under the tilt table when the tilt table returns.

                                         
  

Ensure no foreign objects are located inside machine.
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Catch Wall Adjustment

Increase catch wall width at the top level

Higher = Larger

Increase catch wall width at the bottom level

Wider = Larger

Adjusting the catch cylinder position to be higher, will increase the width of the catch wall at 
the top. To Adjust the cylinder position, pull out the pin holding the cylinder to the wall, and 
move the cylinder to the desired location, and insert the pin back into postion, locking the 

cylinder in place.

Adjusting the location pins to be wider, will increase the width of the catch wall at the
bottom. To adjust the location of the pins, pull the location pins out of their holes on both 
sides of the catch wall. Adjust the catch wall and push the pins into a desired position.

                                         Disconnect air supply before adjusting the catch wall



                                         
  

 

                                      

Adjust sensor bar angle

Lower = Less Angle

If you have adjusted your catch wall, you may need to adjust the angle of the eye sensors.
To do this, loosen the bolts supporting the sensor bar bracket, and rotate the bracket to de-

sired postion. Be careful not to over adjust, or the sensors will not function correctly.

Sensor Adjustment

                                         Disconnect air supply before adjusting sensor bar

                                         
  

 

                                      

Adjust sensor position

20

To adjust the position of the sensors, squeeze the sensor brackets, to release them from the 
bar. Then move them to a desired position. The position of the sensors will determine where 

the sheep is inside the machine.
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3rd party Indicators and Drafting Set Up

This sheep handler comes with factory fitted Iconix 600mm load cells (unless specified), but you 
will need a drafting scale indicator for drafting capability. The Clipex Sheep Handler has been 
designed to work with these 3rd party indicators: 
     Tru-Test (ID3000 or better)
     Gallagher (W610 or better) - Adapter needed
     Iconix FX41 - Adapter needed
Please Note: Each machine comes pre-configured to run on the indicator you have. If you 
decide to change the brand of the indicator. (example, change from Tru-Test to Gallagah), you 
may need a Clipex staff member to re-configure your machine in order to function correctly.

You must turn on your indicator prior to turning on your Clipex Sheep Handler, in order for the 
machine to function correctly. 

Tru-Test XR/ID5000

Tru-Test XR/ID3000 Iconix FX41
Adapter cable needed

Gallegher TSI/610/810
Adapter cable needed
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     Settings>Weighing>Load-cell type
     Please change Load-cell type to: Iconix 2000kg
     Settings>Service>Password: 5000>Load Cells>Sensitivity
     Please change Capacity to: 2000
     Please change Platform Allowance to:400
     Please change cell resolution to: 0.5
     Please change load cell sensitivity/voltage to: 1.3250v

      Go to the main page on the indicator
      Press the “Settings” soft-key
      Press the “Drafting” soft-key
      Press “Change other drafting settings” soft-key
      Make sure “Drafting” is set to ON, then press next soft-key
      Proceed to select sorting method, then press soft-key
      Proceed to select the amount of draft options, then press next soft-key
      Make sure “Show draft directions” is set to “Pens”, then press next soft-key
      Make sure “Draft by weight when” is set to “Automatic when weight is stable”
      Press “next” and then “Finish” with the soft-key
      Set desired weight and appropriate gate

      Go to the main page on the indicator
      Press the “Settings” soft-key
      Press the “Weighing settings” soft-key
      Make sure “Superdamp III (sheep)” is selected
      To set up load cells refer to “Iconix Load-cell set up” if you load cells are not Iconix, 
      please contact your load cell manufacturer 

Iconix FX41 Indicator Set Up

Before you continue, please connect the Iconix COMS adapter.
Set up Steps:

      Press the Set-Up key
      Press ENTER key three times and ensure Draft/EID On-Line
      Press ENTER key once and ensure Auto-Draft = Racewell
      Press ENTER key three times and set Baud Rate = 9600
      Press * key and set Parity = Off
      Press Enter key four times and ensure Display Release = On
      Press Enter key five times until display shows Saved

1
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Weighing Set up
1

2
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4

5

Communication and draft set up

Iconix Load-cell set up:

XR/ID5000 Tru-Test Indicator Set Up

1
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4
Correct Adapters

Incorrect Adapters
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Load-cell set up:
     Hold down Esc key and press Set up key (Advance Settings)>Now press Cell
     Please change load cell sensitivity/voltage to: 1.3250v
     
Main Set Up
      Turn on the indicator and wait for the standard weighing screen to show
      Press the ESC and SET UP buttons simultaneously to enter this specialised set up
      Press the “DAMPING” soft-key to enter the damping set up
      Use the ARROW buttons to select the “Start Weighing field”
      Press ENTER
      Use the ARROW buttons to select “Push To Weigh”
      Press ENTER.
      Press BACK, this will return to the Specialised Set Up
      Press BACK again to exit the Specialised Set Up

Life-Data Set up
      Turn on the indicator and wait for the standard weighing screen to show
      Press the (SET UP) key
      Press the Lifedata soft-key
      Ensure all the X’s are in the ON/OFF column
      Press the (ESC) key
      
How to Enable Drafting & System Set up
      In the standard Weighing screen, press “SET UP”
      Press the “DRAFT” soft key
      Ensure there is a tick next to “Drafting.” If not, use the ARROW buttons and ENTER           
      button to select it
      Use the number pad and ENTER button to set “Drafting Ranges” to 3 (for 3 way draft)
      Use the ENTER and ARROW buttons to set up the desired drafting icons displayed
      Press BACK to return to “SET UP”
      Enter the “System Set Up” by pressing the “SYSTEM” soft key
      Use the ARROW buttons to select the “DAMP SYSTEM” field
      Press ENTER. 
      Use the ARROW buttons to select any of the “Superdamp III” options or “fixed weighing time” 
      Press ENTER
      Use the ARROW buttons to select the “Weigh Recording”
      Press ENTER
      Use the ARROW buttons to select the “Manual” operation
      Press the (ESC) key

Serial Set up
      Press (Set up) key, Select >>, Press “Serial” soft-key
      Ensure Printer Output CON2
      Set Serial Output: X
      Set CON1 Input: X
      Set CON2 Input: X
      Ensure COMS cable is Plugged into COMS 1 Port, then Press the (ESC) key

1
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XR/ID3000 Tru-Test Indicator Set Up

WARNING:
This is a optional step. This
will delete all Life-Data, but 
ensure compatibility.

Please make a backup on your   
   computer prior to this step.

Incorrect Adapters
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Gallagher 610-810 Indicators Set Up

Before you continue, please connect the Gallagher COMS adapter.

Main Set Up

      Turn mode select switch to “S” (for set up)
      Press F1 (down arrow) repeatedly until the display shows “5. Communications.” 
      Press F5 to select
      Press F1 (up/down arrows) to highlight Port 2
      Press F2 (change) repeatedly until you can select “Drafter Special 2” or “Racewell”
      Press F5 to OK then it will exit out
      Turn mode select switch to “M” to commence using the Clipex Sheep Handler

Turning on Drafting

      Turn the mode select switch to “S”(for Set Up)
      Press F1 or F2 (up/down arrows) until the display shows “1. Draft Menu.”
      Press F5 to select
      Press F4 (mode) until “3-Way Drafting” is displayed
      Configure desired drafting weights. (See Gallagher manual for further information if     
      needed)
      Press F5 to OK, then it will exit
      Turn mode select switch to “M” to commence using the Clipex Sheep Handler

Gallagher TSI 1-2 Indicators Set Up

Before you continue, please connect the Gallagher COMS adapter.

Main Set Up

      On main weighing page Press “Options”
      In menu, press “Connect Equipment”
      Press “Drafter”
      Press “Racewell / Te-pari - Ensure 9600 Band Rate & No handshaking are set

Setup Drafting

      On main weighing page Press “Options”
      In menu, press “Drafting setp”
      Ensure ‘Draft by Weight’ and ‘Automatically Open Gate = On’ is selected
      Ensure WHP and ESI also set to ‘Draft
      Proceed to set draft directions

Session Options
      On main weighing page Press “Options”
      In menu, press “Change session Options”
      Ensure weight lock mode is set to Manual, and select EID if required

1
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Indicator drafting

   If the machine is in “Semi” mode the machine will be communicating with the indicator. If   
     your indicator is set up to draft automatically for the user based on weights, the user can over
     ride this command by the method below:

   If the indicator drafts left, right or centre, you can override these commands by (either via 
     remote or control panel) activating the draft switches. These will override the indicator and 
     draft in the designated direction.

“Auto” mode

   If machine is in “Auto” mode it will be communicating with the indicator to catch, draft and 
     release sheep automatically. If the user would like to tilt the machine while in this mode or 
     manually draft, the user must perform a manual “catch” BEFORE the indicator releases the 
     sheep. If the user would like to draft manually, the user must perform a “catch” BEFORE the
     indicator releases the sheep.

Disable the eye sensors in “Auto” or “Semi” modes

   In Auto or Semi mode, the machine will use the eye sensors to located and catch sheep. You
     can disable these eyes at anytime to let multiple sheep through the machine without   
     catching. To do this, Activate and hold (either on the remote or dash panel) the “Release” 
     switch. After three seconds it will disable the eyes. You must keep the release switch
     activated in order to keep the eyes disabled. As soon as you deactivate / release the switch, 
     the machine will go back to the original “Auto” or “Semi” Mode, making full use of the sensors.

How to Override the Machine & Indicator 

Location Of “RELEASE On The RemoteLocation Of “RELEASE” On The Dash Panel

2 2
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The diagram below shows an example of where to locate your machine inside your yards.

Please note: You could can use portable panels to feed sheep in directly from your existing race. 

The Clipex Sheep Handler can be towed easily into your yards for set up.

Please use the following tips for the best positioning of the machine possible: 

   Use a feed up bugle or sheep race to keep sheep feeding into the unit efficiently. 
   Make sure your sheep yard layout accepts your required number of draft directions.
   Check that 12v power and compressed air are easily available and positioned to not interfere

     with your operations..
   For optimum efficiency, please ensure your lead up race is the same width as the entry point 

      of your Clipex Sheep Handler.
   Check operator conditions (shade, appropriate work surface for drench or other equipment.)

Tips for Positioning the Clipex Sheep Handler

Location Of “RELEASE On The Remote

Flow Direction
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Please note: Make sure to reverse the set up and unpacking process as well as move the 
fixed gates back into position (these would have been moved during the calibration stage). 

Packing up your Clipex Sheep Handler
To pack up your machine, follow these steps. 

Step 1

Disconnect air. 

   Turn off the compressor. 
   Disconnect the air supply hose on the offside of the machine. 

Step 2

Disconnect the indicator.

   Turn off the indicator. 
   Disconnect the indicator’s power supply and multi-pin connector. 
   Unplug the load bar plugs from the load bar ports, which will disconnect the indicator. 

Step 3  

Pivot the Sensor Bar.

   To do this, unlatch the Sensor Bar latch and swing it 180 degrees clockwise. 

Step 4

Fold up the Entry Ramp.

   Return the anti-jump bars to their stowed position by removing the pins, pivoting the bars 
     over and reinserting the pins. Pivot the Entry Ramp towards the machine, adjusting your 
     hold as the Entry Ramp folds back toward the sheep handler. 

Please note: The Catch Wall may need to be moved if it is restricting the Entry Ramp from 
folding. To adjust the Catch Wall, open the blue Catch Wall valve located at the base of the 
cylinder, move the Catch Wall to the centre and close the Catch Wall valve. 

Packing, Transporting & Towing the Unit
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Step 5

 Fold up Draft Platform and Entry Ramp. 

 

Step 6
 
Reposition the Sensor Bar. 

Step 7

 Return Axle. 

    Slide axles in and close latches. 

Step 8

 Lower the Jockey Wheel.

    Lower the wheel to its vertical position. Ensure the spring latch is locked in place. 
    To lock the latch, take the two pins on each end and snap them into the two holes on the

      frame, which will secure the jockey wheel in a vertical position. 
    When unfolding the jockey wheel, it is important to twist the draw-bar hitch 90 degrees to its 

      upright position. 

Step 9

Raise the Electric Jacks.
 

    Return the jacks to their elevated position with tyres firmly supporting the weight of the sheep 
      handler. 

Disconnect the power, and store correctly.

Now you are ready to transport your Clipex Sheep Handler! Follow the next instructions to prepare 
the machine for transport. 

   Pivot the draft platform towards and into the handler, ensuring you are standing in line with                            
     the Clipex Sheep Handler, to see that it is well grounded and balanced. Do the same for the 
     Entry-Ramp but ensure no cables or air hoses are getting caught. Also ensure the Pre-Catch 
     Wall is located properly behind the Catch Wall.

Safety note: The Entry Ramp is heavy and may require two people, one on each side, to 
safely fold and unfold. 

   Swing the Sensor Bar back 180 degrees anti-clockwise and latch firmly so it is ready for 
     transport. 

Step 10
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Transporting the Clipex Sheep Handler

1   

    Maneuverer the vehicle to align the tow ball with trailer hitch.
    Ensure the jockey wheel is down and adjusted to correct height. 
    Never manually lift draw bar onto the vehicle tow ball, always use the jockey wheel. 

Couple the draw bar and tow ball

    Ensure that the draw bar is engaged and latched. 
    Pack up the jockey wheel into the stow position. 

Before you begin towing, check the following:

    Electric jacks are retracted to their full height. 
    Axles are firmly in place with catches engaged. 
    Drafting platform is strapped to the Entry Ramp. 
    Remote is secure. 
    Side gates are locked in position. 
    Sensor Bar is latched. 
    Indicator is removed and stored safely for transport. 
    Pre-Catch and Entry Ramps are stowed. 
    Air and power are disconnected and stowed. 

Now you are ready to tow your Clipex Sheep Handler, but before you take off, be sure to read 
through the following tips for making sure you safely transport your machine.

Towing Tips
Follow these tips to make sure you safely transport your Clipex Sheep Handler from one place to 
another without any accidents or issues. 

    Allow for the extra width and length of a trailer and allow for its tendency to “cut in” on corners 
      and curves. 

    Apply your vehicles accelerator, brakes and steering, with care to avoid sway,     
      especially in wet or slippery conditions. 

    Allow for the increased effects of cross winds and uneven ground on the vehicle trailer. 
    Allow for a longer stopping distance. 
    Engage a lower gear in both manual and automatic transmission vehicles when traveling 

      downhill to increase vehicle control and reduce strain on brakes. 
    It is strongly recommended to reverse with a person watching the rear of the trailer. It is a 

      difficult task and will take practice.

Additional Tips 
    Speed – Keep speed under 60km/h
    Off road – Use extra precaution if you must take the machine off road. 
    Highway – If towed on the highway, keep speed below 60km/h.
    Can be towed as a farm implement.

Please note: Please check regulations of towing a farm implement with “State Roads & Traffic  
Control” authorities prior to towing on public roads.

Hitch the machine to a vehicle

2

3
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Fine Tuning

Oil ReservoirWater Trap Regulator

Pressure Regulator

Adjusting flow control valve
 

    All air cylinders other than the Tilt and Catch cylinders have flow control valves. These will limit 
      the speed of the air cylinder. Turn the screw towards the cylinder to limit the air flow.
      See page 35 for more information.

Adjusting sensors (Field of view)

    All eye sensors have the ability of adjustment. They can be adjusted so that the eye can only 
      see a certain distance. To adjust the eye you will need a small flat head screw driver. There    
      is a screw with markings “near” and “far”. Adjust the screw further towards the “near” indicator 
      to limit the distance the eye can see, turn the knob further towards the “far” indicator to
      increase  the distance the eye can see. 

         
            WARNING:
            DO NOT decrease eye distance past “near” + 4.0 or the eye may not function correctly.

Adjusting pressure

    The machine has a main system pressure regulator. This will be a large regulator either         
      located on the side of the air control box, or located in the left side tray. The regulator should  
      be factory set to a safe operating pressure of 80psi. This can be adjusted by pulling the black 
      round cap down until a orange ring is shown, upon which you can rotate the black cap. You    
      can see the system pressure located on the gauge on the top of the regulator.
      Make sure you check oil levels in this regulator.

                              Make sure there is always oil
                              inside the oil reservoir.
                              See page 38 for more details. 

            WARNING: 
            DO NOT increase pressure above 100PSI, this may void the warranty of the machine.
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This section will resolve some inconsistencies you may encounter while using the Clipex Sheep 
Handler. Before you continue, check your compressor and battery as most major
issues are related to the battery not having sufficient charge, compressor being smaller than 
18cfm or air hose hose being smaller than 3/4” in size.
Please Note: Make sure the tilt floor is flat and touching the frame when turning your machine 
on or your machine may not be able to operate properly. This is for safety reasons.

The sheep are caught too far back/forward

      This usually involves recalibrating the eyes. 

    Adjust the catch eye further forwards towards the draft module or further backward toward 
      the entry module. (Adjusting the eye further forward will catch the sheep later and going     
      further back will catch sooner.) 

The sheep are being caught in the Entry 

    Adjust the Entry Gate eye further away from the Entry Gate. 

The unit catches more than one sheep at a time

    Adjust the Entry Gate eye further towards the Entry Gate to cut off access for second sheep. 

The sheep don’t fit the catch area

    Adjust the Catch Wall position to be further away from the operator, which will provide a larger 
      space for bigger sheep. 

The Catch Wall closes in too slow so the sheep aren’t getting caught

    Adjust the catch pressure, located on main control.

The Catch Wall isn’t tilting when I toggle “Tilt.”

    In order to tilt the machine, the catch sequence must be activated either manually, or 
      automatically by sensor eye. 
 

The draft gates are moving too slow

   To adjust the speed of the draft gates, each gate has a small air regulator on the cylinder 
     with screws that you can unscrew out further for more speed or tighten them for a slower 
     speed. 

 Troubleshooting

1
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    Machine will not auto draft.

   Ensure the communications plug is correctly secured to the indicator.
   Ensure indicator is correctly set up, to work with the handler. 

Turn to page 21-24 for set up Information.

The sheep are flowing too fast or too slow

   If your sheep are flowing too slow, please check your lead-up race. We suggest using a “S” 
     bend or bugle with a good amount of bend in it.

   If the sheep are still flowing too slow, (we do not recommended this method) it is possible to 
     adjust the Entry Gate return speed and adjust the Catch Wall return speed. You will find two 
     regulators on the air control box under the machine or on the frame (depending on model).
     These regulators will adjust the speed of the return for the Entry Gate and will make the catch 
     wall move to the open position faster. 

HOWEVER, WE STRONGLY ADVISE AGAINST THIS METHOD AS THERE IS A POSSIBILITY OF THE 
OPERATOR BEING INJURED. 

The rams are too big and may come out when tilting

   We can provide an attachment option for larger sheep including rams for when tilting called 
      a “Hungry Board”. Ensure you are catching with an appropriate pressure. This will ensure there 
      is sufficient holding capacity.

   Please use pressure switch on its highest setting or perform a “double catch” if necessary.
     To perform a “double catch”, catch the animal either by the use of the “eyes” of manually by 
     the toggle switch. After the animal is caught, toggle “catch” this will apply more pressure to 
     the animal. The catch switch can be pressed multiple times until the maximum pressure is 
     achieved, although it is not recommended to perform such an action.

The Catch Wall isn’t closing or opening 

   The catch cylinder has a blue “air blocking” device for when packing up or setting up the    
      unit. This device is also used for safety reasons as it blocks air to the Catch Wall. 

   The small blue air lock should be in the left position for operation. This air lock can be adjusted   
      through a sliding method. Slide the blue air lock towards the cylinder for correct operation.

   Make sure the battery is charged. If the battery is not properly charged, the Catch Wall may  
      not close.

      If the catch wall is not releasing sufficiently, please increase air flow to the air cylinders
      release. To do this you will need to adjust the catch wall regulator. looking down at the tilt 
      table from the operators side, it is possible to see two small regulators located underneath 
      the tilt table. Adjust the regulator on the left side (which is using 10mm hose). To increase the 
      air flow to the release of the catch wall pull the black screw cap up slightly to unlock it, after    
      unlocked the black head of the regulator can be adjusted. Screw anti-clockwise to speed up 
      the release of the catch wall.

8
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   The Clipex Sheep Handler has three different modes for three different purposes. The “Auto”  
     mode is used for automatically catching, drafting and releasing sheep. Do not use this 
     mode, if you would like to tilt the machine. However, in this mode, you can catch a second 
     time before or after the indicator has drafted. This “re-catch” will force the machine into the 
     semi-auto mode, and allow a tilt.

The Entry Gate isn’t closing

    Make sure the Entry Gate eye has been adjusted to the correct distance and that it is not 
      being interfered with first. Also check the angle of the eye holder.

    If still not closing, you can adjust the “Near” and “Far” of the sensor with a flat head screw
      driver. This will adjust the sensor to see further or shorter. The correct setting is: “near” + 3.5.

    There is also an air regulating device located on the air control box or the frame, which 
      can be used to slow down or speed up the Entry Gate. Please adjust this regulator to 
      a suitable speed, although this isn’t recommended.

The Pre-Catch isn’t closing  

    Please check to see if the Pre-Catch eye is being interfered with and adjust the angle of the 
      eye sensor. (As described in Sensor Set Up, page 9).

    Also check sensor read distance. “near” + 3.0 (as described in Sensor Set Up, page 9).

    First, check to see if your battery cable or alligator clamps are correctly and tightly 
      connected to a 12v battery and that the battery is charged.

    Next, check that the battery cable is correctly connected to the internal control box,
      located under the floor of the tilt table. This cable will be a screw on cable, make sure it is
      screwed all the way on to ensure a secure connection. 

     Please Note: Make sure when turning your machine on that the catch floor is flat and 
     touching the frame. Make sure nothing is obstructing the floor from being flat. If the floor is not
     flat, the machine will not turn on. To tilt the table down safely, there is a manual air switch
     located at the front end or the rear end of the main frame, under the frame of the machine 
     near the middle electric jack or near the regulator control area.

    Check the tilt cylinder which is located underneath the tilt cylinder for a small silver sensor 
      switch, this switch is located near the top of the cylinder. the switch is used for cylinder
      presence in the software. If this cable or sensor has been damaged the machine may not 
      turn on.
      
     Please Note: The magnetic sensor should be 15mm from the top of the cylinder.

In Auto mode the machine requires a manual catch 
command before it can tilt

12
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14

15 There is no power light or mode light; Unable to turn machine on.
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The electronic jacks do not work properly

    Please check the battery is optimally charged.
    If machine is on a steep angle, each jack will draw more current. The machine has been 

      calibrated to provide a limited current to the electric jack in order to prevent any damages. 
      In this case, the machine will turn off whichever jack is drawing too much current. Please level 
      the machine when operating the jacks to prevent this from happening.

    If the machine is level but a particular jack will not operate to bring the machine up, the 
      battery may not be optimally charged. Please charge the battery.

The machine comes pre-calibrated to run at 80psi, as this is the optimal pressure. Raising the 
pressure can result in better functions, but may also damage sheep going through the machine. 
Therefore it is not recommended to raise the psi above 80psi. You must not raise the psi above 
100psi as this may void the warranty.

The main air oil level must be checked regularly. You can check the oil level of the machine, by 
checking the air control valve on the right side of the box or inside the regulator tray. If oil is not 
regularly checked, warranty may be voided. (See Fine Tuning on page 30) 

    Find the regulator on the right side of the air box. 
    The middle air screw valve can be adjusted by pulling the switch down until it clicks and 

       turning clockwise. 
    The psi indicator will change; adjust until 80psi is shown. 
    Once you are finished regulating, push the screw back in until it clicks.

Please Note: If you have adjusted the regulator but the psi will not reach 80psi, it is 
recommended to check your compressor hose and compressor for solutions.

Turn to page 30 “Fine Tuning” for more details.

    Turn air off to the machine.
    Unplug the air hose from the fitting. 
    Clean the air hose, and push back into the fitting all the way. (It may be difficult, so push 

      firmly to ensure a secure connection.)

16

The following has to do with the air pressure and air lines. 
Below are recommendations and helpful tips.

There is a chance that due to transporting the machine that the psi can 
change. To check your psi level, do the following:

1

The machine also can get air leaks over time from dirt or due to transport.
If you hear an air leak, do not worry as this can be fixed easily.

2
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Air cylinder valve connections

Catch Wall blue valve

      The Catch Wall has a blue flow valve for air input. This blue valve has two positions, away from 
      the cylinder (blocks air to the cylinder and makes the cylinder inoperable) and towards the 
      cylinder (which provides operation to the cylinder), the blue air blocking valve must be in the 
      closest position towards the cylinder to ensure cylinder can be functional.
      This blue flow valve can be used to an advantage for packing up the machine. It can lock   
      the Catch Wall in any position the operator chooses, which provides easier access when 
      packing up the machine.

All other air rams

     All air cylinders, other than the Catch cylinder and Tilt cylinder, have screw-on flow control 
     valves to speed up or slow down the cylinders. The machine comes pre-configured, but 
     during transport they can change. If you want to adjust the speed to suit you, you can screw 
     the valves out to increase airflow and speed, and screw the valves in to decrease airflow and 
     speed. You can adjust this for both directions on most cylinders (i.e., open and close flap). If a 
     flap or gate is too slow, it is recommended to check air on the main regulator or 
     air compressor prior to adjusting the flow control valves. If the control valves are correctly 
     configured but the operation is still slow, it is recommended to look
     for any kinks in any airlines or to check your air pressure.

                    It is not reccomended to increase air flow on all rams. Please ensure a smooth
                    operation to increase product life.

4

Flow control screw

Blue flow valve

ON

More Airflow

OFF
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    Do not lift heavy items unassisted.
    Use the lifting lugs for hoisting the machine on or off a vehicle.
    When using the machine ensure there are no bystanders in the vicinity.
    Young children should not be allowed to play near the machine. If a child enters the unit                      

       the eye sensors may trigger and cause injury.
    Ensure the machine is turned off when not in use.
    Take all necessary precautions when working with compressed air.
    The Entry Ramp gas struts are under very high re-tractive pressure. The struts must NOT be        

      removed, except by qualified service personnel.
    Take care when working with livestock. Livestock may behave unexpectedly.
    For larger sheep the use of the optional hungry board is recommended. This is sold

      separately.
    Follow the towing instructions (see page 27).
    Wear suitable protective clothing at all times when using the machine.

The Clipex Sheep Handler should not be operated above 80psi. If operated above 100psi, it may 
damage the system and damage animals inside the machine. It may also void the warranty.

    There should be no human presence in the machine whilst operating or turned “ON.” 
    Machine should be kept clean.
    No foreign objects should be located in the machine at any point.

                     We recommend only experienced farm operators handle this machine. 

                     DO NOT attempt to remove the gas struts on your machine. Each gas strut has
                     2100N of loaded capacity. If removed, may cause serious injury.                     

Safety Tips
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Before operating a catch or tilt, ensure no harm can come to the animal. 

   Ensure the operator does not apply too much pressure to the Catch Wall and applies a 
     appropriate amount for the size of the animal, too much pressure may injure the animal.

   When tilting, ensure the animal has been caught correctly with appropriate pressure.
   When tilting, ensure no animal is caught in the Entry Gate, as this may injure the animal.
   When tilting, ensure the animal has not been caught to early, as this may injure the animal 

      upon returning.
   We recommend the machine does not get used for any other animal apart from sheep

      or goats. You may void your warranty.
   We recommend the machine is not used for restraining sheep or goats with

      large horns.

Please note:
    Remove the operator side gate near the Catch Wall, when tilting.
    Adjust the pressure with the pressure switch to an appropriate pressure depending on the size 

      of the sheep.

Animal Safety

The Clipex Sheep Handler is to be used only with sheep or goats.
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Make sure there is always 
ISO 15 pneumatic oil
inside the oil reservoir or you
you may void your warranty

General Maintenance 

To ensure product life, it is recommended to clean the machine as dust and dirt can seize up 
moving parts easily and decreases the life of the material.

   All the doors are removable and easy to maintain and clean.
   All the doors if bent or broken can also be fixed or replaced.

It is also recommended to clean all the moving parts regularly, as this will increase product life.
If machine is not maintained, machine warranty may be voided.

To tilt the table over safely, there is a manual air switch located at the front end or the rear end of 
the main frame, under the frame of the machine near the middle electric jack or near the 
regulator control area. Please wedge something under the tilted floor to prevent it from falling 
down on you.

For maintenance:
      Check power going to machine. Make sure there are no issues with cabling or voltage.
      Always make sure you have oil in the main regulator reservoir located on your machine.
      Always ensure you empty the water in the main regulator reservoir located on your machine.
      Check air compressor. Always make sure the air compressor is optimally set up and empty of  
      water.

WARNING 
        You may void your warranty if:

     Main system box is sprayed with high pressure water
     Machine is tampered with
     Main “air in” regulator oil level is not checked and maintained
     Main “air in” regulator is set above 100psi
     Machine is used for animals other than sheep or goats
     Machine is not stored properly with correct covering from weather when not in use
     Voltage input exceeds 14.4v
       Oil used is not ISO 15 pneumatic oil
       Air is not filtered before entering the machine

Oil ReservoirWater Trap Regulator

Pressure Regulator

1

2

3

4

Maintenance
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Warranty Information

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Olsson-AG Pty Ltd T/A Clipex and its successors as well as its assigns (“Clipex”) provides 
the following limited warranty against defects.

 1 What this warranty relates to

This warranty relates to any defects or faults in the items or products purchased that are not as a result of 
normal wear and tear. This relates to product failure, including defective materials or broken parts that disable 
the machine in anyway. Any parts that have been redesigned in future machines are not subject to warranty 
claims. These parts can be purchased seperatly if required. Parts subject to general wear and tear such as 
nylon bushes are also not covered under warranty.

 

 
 

 

 

 

2.1

2.2

3

2 What Clipex will do to honour the warranty

Clipex will assess all claims, and at its discretion, repair or replace the ‘said’ item. 
Clipex will return the "said item" to the customer at its cost once it has been determined there was a 
defect / fault, due to no fault of the customer.

To claim the benefit of the warranty, the customer will need to:
(a)  present the defective Goods/Services to Clipex including inspection for defective workmanship, or other-
wise provide evidence of the claimed defect; and
(b) provide evidence of proof of purchase upon request by Clipex
The claim listed in clause 3.1 may be made in person, or the claim may be sent to an address of Clipex’s 
choosing, including the particulars required under clauses 3.1 (a) and 3.1 (b).
The appropriate form can be found by contacting us directly, and Clipex will email a copy of the form.

What the customers must do to claim the warranty

3.1

3.2

3.3

 

1.1

1.2

Any works required to be completed in addition to fixing the defect are the responsibility of the customer. 
Additional works include any modifications, disassembling and reassembling that are not related to the ‘said’ 
item.
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Warranty
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Duration of warranty

Responsibility for costs of claim

Rights at law

This warranty will cease from the date that is 5 years for structual parts and twelve (12) months for pneumatic 
and electronic parts, unless stated otherwise, after the customer takes delivery of the goods/services in 
accordance with clause 5 of the  “terms and conditions of trade”.

If a defect does not materialise in the good/services prior to the date provided in clause 4.1, Clipex will have no 
liability to the customer under this warranty Against Defects and the customer releases Clipex from all claims 
for loss or damage in any way connected with the Goods/Services from that date.

Clipex is responsible for the costs directly associated with repairing or replacement of the defect only. After 
approving any claim for defects, Clipex will also be responsible for the return costs of the repaired or replaced 
‘said’ item to the Customer.
Any works required to be completed under clause 1.1, which are in addition to those directly related to 
rectification of a defect, will be at the cost of the Customer.

The benefits given to the Customer under this warranty are in addition to other rights and remedies of the 
Customer at law in relation to the Goods/Services.
Clipex’s Goods/Services come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. 
The Customer is entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other 
reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. The Customer is also entitled to have the Goods/Services repaired 
if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure during the 
warranty period.

Clipex service sites:

624 Progress Rd,
Wacol
QLD 4076

Clipex Brisbane
123 Gunnedah Rd,
Tamworth
NSW 2340

541 Wagga Rd,
Lavington,
NSW 2641

989 Crookwell Rd, 
Goulburn
NSW 2580

49 Moorong St,
Wagga Wagga
NSW 2650

262 Coleraine Rd,
Hamilton
VIC 3300

31L Narromine Rd,
Dubbo
NSW 2830

160-164 Raglan St,
Roma,
QLD 4455

Clipex Tamworth

Clipex Albury

Clipex Dubbo

Clipex Goulburn Clipex Wagga Clipex Hamilton

Clipex Roma

Olsson-AG Pty Ltd T/A Clipex
624 Progress Road, Wacol QLD 4076

Ph 1800 657 766 - Fax 1300 568 448
Email admin@clipex.com.au

Web: www.clipex.com.au
ABN 45 161 389 297

4.1

4.2

5.1

5.2

6.1

6.2
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Notes
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